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I. Importance of Birds

Key concepts:
 Why birding?  Why are birds important?

 Role in nature
 Importance to humans

 Unique traits
 Master of flight—we’re still learning from them!
 They have feathers, they sing, and they migrate

Key concepts:
 Why birding?  Why are birds important?

 Role in nature
 Importance to humans

 Unique traits
 Master of flight—we’re still learning from them!
 They have feathers, they sing, and they migrate

Anna’s Hummingbird
Yellow Warbler
Red-tailed Hawk
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Why are birds important in nature?
 Birds are part of many food chains 
 Birds perform essential functions for other plants 

and animals, such as pollination 
 Birds connect habitats globally in their 

migrations

 Birds are part of many food chains  
 Birds perform essential functions for other plants 

and animals, such as pollination
 Birds connect habitats globally in their 

migrations

Anna’s HummingbirdRed-tailed Hawk
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 Birds perform economic services
 Pollinate orchards 
 Control insects 

 Birds have stimulated scientific inquiry
 Flight (how airfoils work)

 Biomimicry (woodpecker                                  
impacts for helmet design)

 Birds perform economic services
 Pollinate orchards
 Control insects 

 Birds have stimulated scientific inquiry
 Flight (how airfoils work)

 Biomimicry (woodpecker                                  
impacts for helmet design)

Why are birds important to humans? 

Acorn Woodpecker
6

 Hobby of “learning birds” and keeping lists 
 Ecotourism

 More than 500 species in San Diego County
 Many birds migrate on Pacific flyway  

 Hobby of “learning birds” and keeping lists 
 Ecotourism

 More than 500 species in San Diego County
 Many birds migrate on Pacific flyway  

Why are birds important to humans? 
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 Stimulate children’s natural curiosity 
 All birds are descendants of dinosaurs

 Lead to broader interest in nature
 Bird houses and baths viewed from the windows 

of “shut-ins” and others

Why are birds important to humans? 

House FinchesCanada Geese

 Stimulate children’s natural curiosity 
 All birds are descendants of dinosaurs

 Lead to broader interest in nature
 Bird houses and baths viewed from the windows 

of “shut-ins” and others
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 Some human activities affect birds
 Urbanization  
 Climate change 

 Some human activities affect birds
 Urbanization  
 Climate change 

How can humans help or hurt birds?

Barn Swallows
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 Birds try to adapt to human activity
 Some species adapt much better than others
 Some birds thrive in cities

 Birds try to adapt to human activity
 Some species adapt much better than others
 Some birds thrive in cities

How can humans help or hurt birds?

Waterfowl

Brown Pelicans Bullock’s Oriole
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 Actions to help birds adapt and survive
 Protect breeding areas  
 Protect resources along migration routes
 Maintain bird-friendly backyard habitats

 Actions to help birds adapt and survive
 Protect breeding areas  
 Protect resources along migration routes
 Maintain bird-friendly backyard habitats

How can humans help or hurt birds?
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How can humans help or hurt birds?

Activity:
 Where do you see or hear birds, in this 

schoolyard or backyard?
 Where do you see or hear birds, in the 

canyon or natural area?
 Is there a difference? why?
 What kind of birds are absent? This may 

say something about the condition of the 
site and whether it has been impacted.

12

II. How to think like a bird!

Key concepts:
 Motivation #1: Self-preservation
 Motivation #2: Food 
 Motivation #3: Reproduction
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 Camouflage
 Blend into the background

 Distract and fool 
predators

Killdeer

Think Like a Bird –
#1 Motivation for Self-Preservation

 Camouflage
 Blend into the background

 Distract and fool 
predators

Least Bittern
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 Some birds adapt well to urban environments
 These birds use urban food sources and nesting sites
 They notice there is less predation (snakes, foxes)

Black Phoebe Bewick’s Wren American Crows

Think Like a Bird –
Motivation for Self-Preservation

 Some birds adapt well to urban environments
 These birds use urban food sources and nesting sites
 They notice there is less predation (snakes, foxes) 
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 Birds specialize in the kind of food they eat
 All birds eat more than one food
 Look at beak for clues

Long-billed Curlew Yellow-crowned Night-heron

Think Like a Bird –
#2 Basic Motivation for Food

 Birds specialize in the kind of food they eat
 All birds eat more than one food
 Look at beak for clues
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 What does a bird eat? Look at its beak.
 Is it small and fine like a warbler? 
 Stout and short like a seed-cracking sparrow?
 Dagger-shaped like a tern?  
 Hook-tipped like a bird of prey?

Insects             Seeds            Fish     Small Mammals

Think Like a Bird –
Basic Motivation for Food

 What does a bird eat? Look at its beak.
 Is it small and fine like a warbler? 
 Stout and short like a seed-cracking sparrow?
 Dagger-shaped like a tern?  
 Hook-tipped like a bird of prey?
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Fill the Bill (Food) Activity
 How are bird beaks adapted for different foods?
 Provide a sample or representation of food types
 Provide tools (kitchen utensils) that represent the 

structure and function of beaks
 Ask students to design a study to determine 

which beaks are best for what foods

17

Fill the Bill (Food) Activity
Provide “tools” that are 
similar in shape and 
function to birds’ beaks:
 Chopsticks
 Tweezers or forceps
 Straws or eyedroppers
 Nutcrackers or pliers
 Small fishnet or strainer
 Slotted spoon

Provide food that is similar 
to what birds would eat:
 Colored water in tall narrow 

vase
 Walnuts or almonds (in the 

shell)
 Styrofoam “peanuts” floating 

in water (for fish)
 Rice on log (for insects)
 Gummy worms in bowl of 

dry oatmeal (for worms)

18
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 Habitats:  many sources of food/vegetation are 
near water, creeks, wetlands

 Birds eat flower nectar, fruit, and seeds 

Anna’s Hummingbird Northern Mockingbird

Think Like a Bird –
Basic Motivation for Food

 Habitats:  many sources of food/vegetation are 
near water, creeks, wetlands

 Birds eat flower nectar, fruit, and seeds 

20

 Birds eat insects on leaves, under bark, and in 
the air around vegetation

 Birds eat other fish, lizards, mammals, and 
other birds!

Vermilion Flycatcher Great Blue Heron

Think Like a Bird –
Basic Motivation for Food

 Birds eat insects on leaves, under bark, and in 
the air around vegetation

 Birds eat other fish, lizards, mammals, and 
other birds!
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 Where in the schoolyard would birds find food?
 Or show photo in the classroom of a lagoon, 

canyon or other local natural area.

Where to Find Food Activity

22

 Nests
 Hidden or open, depends on defensive strategies  

for their young 

Cattle Egret Brandt’s Cormorant

Think Like a Bird –
#3 Basic Motivation to Reproduce

23

 In trees and bushes, on rocks and the ground
 Some birds use nests made by other birds!
 Nest types vary widely by species and habitat

Hummingbirds Wood Ducks Cactus Wrens

Think Like a Bird –
Basic Motivation to Reproduce

 In trees and bushes, on rocks and the ground
 Some birds use nests made by other birds!
 Nest types vary widely by species and habitat

24

 Near protection and food sources
 See Motivations #1: Survival and #2: Food

 Seasons
 Resident birds usually breed earlier, with local food 

supplies and favorable climate

Mourning DovesAnna’s Hummingbird

Think Like a Bird –
Basic Motivation to Reproduce
 Near protection and food sources

 See Motivations #1: Survival and #2: Food

 Seasons
 Resident birds usually breed earlier, with local food 

supplies and favorable climate
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 Where in the schoolyard 
would birds find shelter 
or build a nest?

 Or show photo in the 
classroom of a lagoon, 
canyon or other local 
natural area
 Trees, shrubs, rock 

outcrops, fences, utility 
wires, poles

Where to Find Shelter Activity

26

III. Bird Basics

 Flight
 Feathers  
 Migration

Great Crested Flycatcher

White Pelicans

27

Bird Basics – Flight

 Basics of flight (birds and airplanes)
 Air moving over a curved surface (top of 

wing) is lighter than air moving past a straight 
surface (bottom of wing)

 http://askabiologist.asu.edu/how-do-birds-fly

 Basics of flight (birds and airplanes)
 Air moving over a curved surface (top of 

wing) is lighter than air moving past a straight 
surface (bottom of wing)

 http://askabiologist.asu.edu/how-do-birds-fly
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Bird Basics – Flight
 Elements of avian flight

 Thermals  
 Maneuverability
 Hovering
 Some are flightless! White-tailed Kite

Ostrich

 Elements of avian flight
 Thermals  
 Maneuverability
 Hovering
 Some are flightless! 

Birds Soaring in Thermals
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 Look around for a hawk or other flying 
bird. Are they flying to get somewhere? 

 ACT OUT — What would you look like if 
you were: 
 Flying to get from one place to another?
 Catching prey on the ground? 
 Enjoying thermals and getting some exercise?
 Hovering like a hummingbird? (wings beat 

60x per second!)

Bird Basics – Flight Activity

30

Bird Basics – Feathers
 Flight       
 Warmth    
 Camouflage (self-preservation)

 Flight       
 Warmth    
 Camouflage (self-preservation)

Juvenile Brown Pelican
Penguins
Great Horned Owlet

31

Bird Basics – Feathers
 Sexual attraction

 Males and females may have similar 
coloration…

 …or be hugely different

Like-colored Male & Female 
Mourning Doves

Black-headed Grosbeaks

 Sexual attraction
 Males and females may have similar 

coloration…
 …or be hugely different

32

Bird Basics – Feathers
 Sexual attraction

 Why are male birds generally more colorful?
 To distract predators 
 To attract females 

Male Vermilion Flycatcher

Male Hooded Oriole

 Sexual attraction
 Why are male birds generally more colorful?

 To distract predators 
 To attract females 
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Bird Basics – Migration

 They breed in the Arctic or 
northern forests, then leave 
because there is little food in 
winter.

 They come to San Diego in 
the winter, because food and 
climate are more favorable. 

 Other birds come to San Diego 
in the spring, because nest 
sites or food are favorable.

Why do birds migrate?
 They breed in the Arctic or 

northern forests, then leave 
because there is little food in 
winter.

 They come to San Diego in 
the winter, because food and 
climate are more favorable. 

 Other birds come to San Diego 
in the spring, because nest 
sites or food are favorable.

CaspianTern

34

Bird Basics – Migration
 Understanding flyways

 Four main ones: Pacific, 
Central, Mississippi and 
Atlantic

 All areas in the U.S. are 
a flyway for some birds 
(There are no empty 
places!)

 Birds seek favorable 
winds along the way

 Understanding flyways
 Four main ones: Pacific, 

Central, Mississippi and 
Atlantic

 All areas in the U.S. are 
a flyway for some birds 
(There are no empty 
places!)

 Birds seek favorable 
winds along the way

35

Bird Basics – Migration

 Odd ways of migrating
 Vertical (elevations) 
 Walking 
 Swimming 

Penguins - Swimming

Mountain Quail  - Walking

 Odd ways of migrating
 Vertical (elevations) 
 Walking 
 Swimming    

36

Bird Basics – Migration

Invite curiosity
 How do birds know where to go?

 Follow visual, solar and magnetic cues

 How do they know when to come back?
 Longer day length, warmer temperatures
 Favorable winds

 How far do they fly? In a day?
 Could be 400-1000 miles!
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IV. Bird Identification 

Key concepts:
 Birding by sight
 Birding by sound
 Noticing habits
 Better birding 

techniques

38

 What is the bird’s 
size?
 Compare with 

common species. 
(smaller than a 
house sparrow, a 
mockingbird, a 
crow, etc.) 

Bird ID – Birding by Sight

 What is the bird’s 
size?
 Compare with 

common species. 
(smaller than a 
house sparrow, a 
mockingbird, a 
crow, etc.) 

39

 What is its body shape?
 Is it plump like a pigeon or slender like a 

grackle? 

Bird ID – Birding by Sight

 What is its body shape?
 Is it plump like a pigeon or slender like a 

grackle? 

Rock Dove (Pigeon) Great-tailed Grackle

40

 What shape is its beak?

Bird ID – Birding by Sight

White-faced Ibis
Western Bluebird

Great Egret
Loggerhead Shrike
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 What shape are its wings?
 Are they rounded like those of a quail or 

sharply pointed like those of a swift?

Bird ID – Birding by Sight

 What shape are its wings?
 Are they rounded like those of a quail or 

sharply pointed like those of a swift?

California Quail
White-throated Swift

42

Bird ID – Birding by Sight
 What shape is its tail?

 Is it deeply forked (1) like a Barn 
Swallow’s? 

 Square-tipped (2) like a Cliff 
Swallow’s? 

43

Bird ID – Birding by Sight
 Plumage patterns

 Age of bird 
 Juvenile, mature

 Gender
 Vary with season

 Breeding, non-breeding

 Plumage patterns
 Age of bird 

 Juvenile, mature

 Gender
 Vary with season

 Breeding, non-breeding

Breeding Caspian Terns Non-breeding Caspian Tern

Male & Female House Finch

44

 Use local field guides
 Wing and tail shapes
 Body and wing colors
 Markings on the wings or head

 Notice hawks and other raptors 
in the sky

Bird ID – Birding by Sight Activity
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 Vocalizations
 Songs, calls, notes, alarms
 Advantages  

 Identify birds you can’t see

 Disadvantages
 Bird calls vary more than 

plumages
 Some birds mimic! 

 Vocalizations
 Songs, calls, notes, alarms
 Advantages  

 Identify birds you can’t see

 Disadvantages
 Bird calls vary more than 

plumages
 Some birds mimic! 

Bird ID – Birding by Sound

Cattle Egret
Bewick’s Wren
Mockingbird

46

Bird ID – Birding by Sound Activity

 Close your eyes, stand still and listen
 What do you hear?

 Point to where the sound is coming from
 What kind of sound do you hear?

 Songs, calls, notes, alarms

 If you were a bird, what would you want 
to communicate?  

47

 Where does the bird spend most of its time?
 In the air?
 In a tree or shrub
 On the ground (Swallows are never on the 

ground. Quail are usually on the ground.)

Bird ID – Noticing Habits

 Where does the bird spend most of its time?
 In the air?
 In a tree or shrub
 On the ground (Swallows are never on the 

ground. Quail are usually on the ground.)

Tree Swallows California Quail 48

Bird ID – Noticing Habits

 How does it fly? 
 swoop, glide, hover?

 How does it swim?
 dive, bob?

 Does it fly in flocks?
 straight line or V?

 Activity:  Scavenger hunt
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Bird Behavior Activity

 Scavenger hunt (handout)
 Point to where the sound is coming from
 What kind of sound do you hear?

 Songs, calls, notes, alarms

 If you were a bird, what would you want 
to communicate?  

50

 Bird from a place of cover and shade
 Get in the shade to be less visible to birds
 Bring binoculars up slowly to eyes
 Move to position bird in front of a dark 

background  for better viewing

Better Birding Techniques
 Bird from a place of cover and shade

 Get in the shade to be less visible to birds
 Bring binoculars up slowly to eyes
 Move to position bird in front of a dark 

background  for better viewing

Spotted Towhee

51

 Be quiet so you can hear the birds
 Stand or sit still (watch for poison oak!)

 Train your eye (or ear) to spot “something 
different” that could be a key identifier
 (red forehead on Anna’s hummingbird)

Better Birding Techniques

 Be quiet so you can hear the birds
 Stand or sit still (watch for poison oak!)

 Train your eye (or ear) to spot “something 
different” that could be a key identifier
 (red forehead on Anna’s hummingbird)

52

Tools of Birding – Binoculars

 Binoculars
 Best to get 8-10 x power
 Always test before buying

 Binoculars
 Best to get 8-10 x power
 Always test before buying
 Teach students how to adjust and use binoculars
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V. Schoolyard Birds

Bird feeders
 Set up bird feeder area that is 

easy to observe
 Choose 2-3 different seeds and 

foods
 Select feeders for each
 Keep feeders stocked with food 

and cleaned

53

Bird Feeder Activity
 Ask:

 “Do all birds eat the same thing?” 
 “What kind of research project could you conduct to 

find out?”

 Review features for bird identification
 Assign groups to observation (days and times)
 Collect and analyze data
 Submit data to           

www.projectfeederwatch.org

54
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References
 Local field guides
 Guide to the birds of San Diego County

 www.sdnhm.org/research/birds/sdbirds.html
 San Diego Audubon Society
 Christmas Bird Count

 www.birds.audubon.org/christmas-bird-count

 The Great Backyard Bird Count
 www.birdsource.org/gbbc/

 Celebrate Urban Birds
 www.celebrateurbanbirds.org

 Cornell Lab of Ornithology (eBird.org)
 www.birds.cornell.edu

56

Closing
 Invite students to notice, listen, wonder
 Let nature be the teacher, let students ask 

the questions
 It’s NOT about knowing the names of birds
 You never saw a bird that didn’t see you first
 Questions?


